
Catch of the Month 

Basic Materials: 
Maximizing the Value of Plant Automation 
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A segment of the TableVue utility highlights one of the plant’s temperature loops, showing a % Time in Normal value of “0” for Automatic. Each column in the table 
corresponds with a different PlantESP KPI, and the columns can be easily sorted with a single mouse click. Upon reviewing the data users can then click on a given row. 
Hyperlinks within the table instantly connect the user to a comprehensive assessment of the corresponding loop’s performance history. 

How did PlantESP find it? 

TableVue™ is one of several at-a-glance utilities within   
PlantESP that enables users to quickly identify the source of 
performance issues. With a click on the % Time In Normal KPI 
the TableVue results sorted loops from worst to best (i.e. 0% 
to 100%). In the case of the group of 12 temperature loops 
each was shown to be operating 0% in its designated mode – 
they were being controlled 100% in manual mode. Plant 
management is often blind to details like mode, and it’s   
difficult to correct what’s unknown. Luckily there’s PlantESP. 

What was the cause? 

If a PID loop is not occasionally tuned, then variability will 
increase over time as the loop’s dynamics evolve. A PID’s 
ability to correct for disturbances is steadily undermined. In 
such cases it’s common for highly variable loops to be 
switched from automatic to manual mode. Prior to tuning 
the PIDs plant’s engineers confirmed that the operations 
team felt safer when the loops were under direct, manual 
control. For sure, maintaining effective control matters to a 
plant’s bottom line as well as to the people that deliver it. 

The results are in – operating PIDs in automatic mode proved again to enhance production and save money. Specifically, 
PlantESP singled out a group of loops when all 176 from the plant were sorted based on their Percent Time in Normal Mode. 
The loops were found operating 100% in manual mode. As could be expected their variability required operation farther away 
from process constraints and demanded special operator attention. A few hours of tuning eliminated the variability and the 
loops transitioned to full automatic mode. What’s more plant staff lowered Set Points by an average of 5° Fahrenheit, moving 
the processes closer to constraints. As a result ~1% less natural gas valued at $0.10/minute or over $50,000.00/year was    
consumed. The cost reduction didn’t factor other benefits linked to increased quality and decreased wear and tear. 


